APPENDIX A

Observation Well Hydrographs
DEPTH BELOW LAND, IN FT

392021084340300 BU-56 HAMILTON WATER WKS AT FAIRFIELD OH
MAXIMUM DAILY DEPTH BELOW LAND S. (FT)
392021084340300 BU-56 HAMILTON WATER WKS AT FAIRFIELD OH
MAXIMUM DAILY DEPTH BELOW LAND S. (FT)
DEPTH BELOW LAND S., IN FT
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400638083453900 CH-3 HOWARD PAPER CO URBANA OH
MAXIMUM DAILY DEPTH BELOW LAND S. (FT)
Maximum daily depth below land surface (ft)

395840083495200  CL-7 OH DIV WIR EAGLE CITY RD  NR SPRINGFIELD OH
DEPTH BELOW LAND S. IN FT

OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

394425084113200 MT-3
MAXIMUM DAILY DEPTH BELOW LAND S. (FT)
Maximum daily depth below land surface (ft)
MAXIMUM DAILY DEPTH BELOW LAND S. (FT)
DEPTH BELOW LAND S., IN FT

OCTOBER  NOVEMBER  DECEMBER  JANUARY  FEBRUARY  MARCH  APRIL  MAY  JUNE  JULY  AUGUST  SEPTEMBER

413704083362200 LU-1 STATE OF OHIO STATE HOSPITAL TOLEDO OH
MAXIMUM DAILY DEPTH BELOW LAND S. (FT)
DEPTH BELOW LAND S., IN FT

OCTOBER  NOVEMBER  DECEMBER  JANUARY  FEBRUARY  MARCH  APRIL  MAY  JUNE  JULY  AUGUST  SEPTEMBER

410920081192000 PO-6
MAXIMUM DAILY DEPTH BELOW LAND S. (FT)
MAXIMUM DAILY DEPTH BELOW LAND S. (FT)
DEPTH BELOW LAND S., IN FT

OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

405753082360800 R-3
MAXIMUM DAILY DEPTH BELOW LAND S. (FT)
DEPTH BELOW LAND S., IN FT

OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

391452082282900 V-1
MAXIMUM DAILY DEPTH BELOW LAND S. (FT)
Maximum daily depth below land S. (ft)
392712084191700 W-5
MAXIMUM DAILY DEPTH BELOW LAND S. (FT)
DEPTH BELOW LAND S., IN FT

392712084191700 W-5
MAXIMUM DAILY DEPTH BELOW LAND S. (FT)
MAXIMUM DAILY DEPTH BELOW LAND S. (FT)